




Happy Companion together with SK Telecom
Meeting smart robots at traditional markets

Singi Market in Incheon and Jung-gok Market in Seoul are  representative traditional markets of Korea. Their facili-
ties have been modernized by constructing a customer center and underground parking lot and strategies are 
being prepared to turn it into a special experiencing market.

SK Telecom is supporting ICT solutions and the marketing capacity of the market since May 2013 for it to enhance 
its competitiveness as part of its “Happy Companion” project for clients and society. As part of such efforts made 
to support the vitalization of traditional markets, SK Telecom has prepared an ICT experiencing educational space 
where various ICT solutions are gathered for visiting consumers and merchants to turn the market’s Customer 
Center into a special consumer-friendly space. 

In the ICT experiencing space prepared on the first floor of the market’s Customer Center, educational smart ro-
bots “Albert” and “Atti,” ultra small beam projector “Smart Beam,” and “My Shop,” an ICT business management 
support solution for microenterprises are prepared. Those visiting the space can freely enjoy ICT services for free. 



T.um mobile 
Offering the opportunity of experiencing ICT technology 
as a gift to Seojeong Branch School in Haenam, a village 
on the southern end of the Republic of Korea.

SK Telecom presented “ICT-nomics” as a blueprint for ICT development in the next 
30 years. 
T.um mobile is a proper project to realize ICT-nomics and is an ICT small-version 
experiencing hall of “T.um,” an ICT experiencing attraction located in SK Telecom 
headquarters.
T.um mobile consists of a space for children to easily enjoy understanding the past, 
present, and future of Korea’s communication technology.

T.um mobile directly shows the true role of ICT and the healthy direction for its use to 
children who are addicted to smartphone games. The space was prepared to provide 
the opportunity to experience the future through ICT technology to children and the 
youth marginalized from information technology because of difficult access to new
information and technology because of geographical limitations. 
 In particular, we offered T. um mobile as a special surprise event to children of Seo-
jeong Branch School in Haenam, a village on the southern end of Korea, who absolutely 
lack the opportunity to experience information and culture because of their distance 
from large cities.



BETT 2015
Nominated as a Finalist for  the Innovator of the Year

SK Telecom participated in BETT 2015, a world authoritative expo that specializes in 
education, to launch and showcase its Smart Robot Coding School. 

The smart robot coding school was acknowledged as an effective tool to improve 
children’s ability to solve problems and think creatively by merging coding education, 
called the 21st century education drawing the world’s attention, with an IoT-based 
robot (Albert) and was selected as a finalist for the Innovator of the Year.

The school teaches children to move a real robot in multiple ways aside from mak-
ing it blink using already verified creative robot contents and not just drawings on 
a screen. Because of the way it promotes children’s ability to think creatively, it is 
currently drawing much interest. 



Albert awarded the Honourable Mention at Red Dot Design Award 
2015

Smart Robot Albert was awarded the “Honourable Mention” at Reddot, a world authoritative design award. 
At the award, the fact that Albert was designed to make various expressions using just a smartphone and 
the amazing technology embedded in such a small robot were highly evaluated.  

Albert’s concept is transforming itself into infinite versatile devices using various applications and tools.



Provided Smart Robot School for children at MWC 2015

At the Mobile World Congress (MWC), the world’s largest mobile and information communication expo held in 
Barcelona, Spain, in early March 2015, SK Telecom provided Smart Robot Coding School through the Mobile 
Explorers Club, an official program for children. During the program, we experienced again the growing interest 
in coding education, which is recently drawing much attention. Here, children were able to experience pro-
grams for the development of their ability to think creatively and logically using SK Telecom’s smart robots Albert 
and Atti. Albert will continue meeting friends from all over the world. 



Albert meets and develops various people from all 
over the world.

Albert met many people through various exhibitions and roadshows held in the 
world. It is further developing by reflecting various opinions of people from all over 
the world. 



Smart robot Albert will continue evolving through infinite changes.
The evolution will bring about changes to education, and these changes will change culture, and this culture will 
make children happy. 

We ask for your continuing interest in and support for Albert’s future journey. 

Future of Albert




